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Start SAS® Viya® Deployment
in Azure

Jumpstart your cloud migration with our expert
advice

Why Move to SAS® Viya® ?
Compatible with open-source tools
Ability to scale on demand
Increased performance with enterprise-grade
infrastructure
usiness continuity through unparalleled
disaster recovery and security
B

More efficient cloud-native, distributed
computation, in-memory processing
Direct access to big data sources

Why Work with MySASteam?
xpertise developed over years of delivering cloud
solutions
E

ixed price and low-cost upgrade projects

F

xtensive support from the industry experts and
warranty to make sure your business impact is
minimal
E

ear real-time report on the progress, time and
costs incurred, you are in the control of the
project. We guarantee no nasty surprises, or your
money back.

Service Background
Cloud computing is transforming businesses all over the world.
Migrating to the cloud has the power to change every aspect of your
operations, and analytics is not an exception. 

SAS® Viya® is a data analytics platform built with the cloud in mind. It is
designed to be elastic, dynamic, and fault-tolerant, addressing the
increasing analytical demands of today but able to rise to tomorrow's
challenges. If you're planning to make the move to the cloud, be
future-ready and don't leave your data analytics behind.

SAS® Viya® Deployment Services
Moving to the cloud from a legacy system can be tricky. There is no
one-size-fits-all solution. However, after years of successful migration
projects, MySASteam has got it down to a science. We’ll pave your
road to success.


MySASteam helps you migrate to Viya® on your own terms and
ensures that nothing is left behind. We help you make the move from
SAS® 9 to Viya® as painless as possible.

N

ow-risk project delivery with no capital outlay

L

As part of our migration services, we can help you to:
Design a cloud technology stack tailored to your organisation

;

Secure necessary licenses for components of your cloud solution

;

Create a thorough migration plan to ensure that nothing is left
behind
;

Have any questions or
need more information?
www.mysasteam.co.uk

Augment your workforce with the skillsets needed for the migration

;

O

ptimise legacy applications with new technologies

;

repare your team for the transition from a full-featured legacy to a
subscription-based version of your system.
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contact@mysasteam.co.uk
+44 (0) 203 9949 849

Contact us today for your free 1 hour consultation on our SAS® Viya®
Deployment services.

